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Introduction

Ovarian carcinoma is the fifth most common malig-

nancy affecting women in the United States and

remains the cancer with the highest mortality rate

among gynecological tumors. The USA incidence of

ovarian carcinoma is 22,000, leading to more than

15,000 deaths annually.1 This poor prognosis results

largely from late diagnosis of occult malignancy, with

two-thirds of patients already having advanced
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Problem

Dendritic cell (DC)-based cancer therapies are favored approaches to

stimulate anti-tumor T-cell responses. Unfortunately, tolerance to tumor

antigens is difficult to overcome. Biodegradable poly(lactic-co-glycolic

acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles (NP) are effective reagents in the delivery of

drugs and tumor-associated antigens (TAA). In this study, we assessed

the capacity of a PLGA NP-based delivery system to augment CD8 T-cell

responses to ovarian cancer TAA.

Method of Study

Human DC were generated from blood monocytes by conventional

in vitro differentiation and loaded with either soluble tumor lysate or

NP ⁄ lysate conjugates (NPL). These antigen-loaded DC were then used to

stimulate autologous CD8+ T cells. Cytokine production and activation

markers were evaluated in the CD8+ T cells.

Results

DC loading with NPL increased cytokine production by stimulated CD8

T cells and induced T-cell expression of cell surface co-stimulatory mole-

cules, typical of anti-tumor immune responses. In contrast, delivery of

naked tumor lysate antigens preferentially induced a T-cell profile char-

acteristic of tolerization ⁄ exhaustion.

Conclusion

These findings indicate that delivery of TAA in NP enables DC to effi-

ciently activate anti-tumor CD8+ T cells. PLGA NP encapsulation of

tumor-derived lysate protein antigens is an encouraging new preparative

methodology for DC-based vaccination meriting clinical testing.
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disease at time of presentation.2–4 Despite response

rates, even in advanced ovarian carcinoma, of

73–77% to first-line therapy with platinum and Taxol,

median progression-free interval is only 16–18

months and median survival only 35–38 months.5

The appeal of novel immunological approaches is

the hope that they may amplify the natural response

to the tumor cells and thereby impede or prevent

clinical relapse, with resulting survival benefit. Over-

coming existing tumor tolerance to ‘tumor stem cell

populations’ has been suggested to be key to recur-

rence and chemotherapy resistance.6 As tumor anti-

gens are often weakly immunogenic, improved

antigen (Ag) delivery would likely be advantageous

for dendritic cell (DC)-based immunotherapy of solid

tumors,7 including ovarian cancer, for which only a

limited number of general tumor-associated antigens

(TAA) have been identified.8–10

As an array of patient-specific antigens may be

accessed through autologous tumor lysates, DC vac-

cines incorporating efficient presentation of antigens

extracted directly from the relevant malignant cells

may represent a novel approach with promise in

ovarian cancer.10–12 DC are professional antigen-pre-

senting cells (APC), which play a role in the initia-

tion and regulation of immune responses and are

central regulators of tolerance and immunity. Gener-

ation of DC vaccines is dependent on isolation of DC

populations and loading them with tumor antigens,

usually from lysates, peptides, exosomes, or apopto-

tic tumor cells.13

While the use of tumor antigen-loaded DC to gen-

erate immune responses has been demonstrated in

clinical trials in melanoma and other solid tumors,

there has been little clinical evidence for the success

of this strategy in ovarian cancer, although in vitro

data has offered encouragement.14 Hernando et al.15

demonstrated responses in two of six patients with

ovarian cancer treated with DC pulsed with tumor

antigens from apoptotic tumor cells. One of their

patients developed a tumor-specific Th1 T-cell

response, as assessed by IFN-c secretion. Schlienger

et al.,16 after pulsing DC with killed autologous pri-

mary ovarian tumor cells and then maturing them

with CD40 ligand and TRANCE (tumor necrosis fac-

tor-related activation-induced cytokine), and identi-

fied induction of antigen-specific T cells that secreted

IFN-c upon stimulation with autologous tumor cells.

In other studies, DC pulsed with acid-eluted peptides

or whole cell lysates from ovarian cancer cells

induced human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I-

restricted cytotoxic T-cell (CTL) responses against

autologous ovarian tumor cells.17–19 MUC1 and

HER2 ⁄ neu peptide-pulsed DC vaccination in patients

with advanced ovarian or breast cancer, while not

generating clinical responses, did stimulate peptide-

specific cytotoxic T-cell responses in five of ten

patients.20 Collectively, these reports suggest that, at

least in the laboratory, anti-ovarian cancer T-cell

responses can be augmented.

To translate in vitro evidence of anti-tumor T-cell

responses into clinical efficacy, loading of DC with

either endogenous (DC-derived) or exogenous (DC-

loaded) tumor Ag has been attempted. Endogenous

Ag production within the DC has important practical

limitations. Electrofusion of DC and tumor cells is

laborious and time consuming.21 Transduction with

DNA or mRNA via viral vectors is complicated by

interference with the Ag presentation machinery of

DC and generation of anti-viral antibodies.22

Exogenous Ag delivery introduces other issues.

External pulsing of DC by defined peptides results in

only brief stimulation of T cells, because of rapid

turnover of class I-peptide complexes on the cell sur-

face. In addition, this approach can only be used in

patients displaying those major histocompatibility

complexes.23–27

Tumor lysates are potentially complex enough to

overcome the ability of tumors to down-regulate tar-

geted antigens, an effect previously associated with a

variety of tumor escape mechanisms.28–30 However,

the use of soluble tumor lysates is confounded by

the inherent instability of soluble macromolecules,

poor internalization of soluble materials by DC, and

inefficient cross-presentation to CTL.29,31–33

Particulate delivery systems made from biocompati-

ble, degradable polymers, such as poly(lactic-co-

glycolic acid) (PLGA), may overcome many of the

problems encountered during transfer of Ag to

DC.34,35 Encapsulation in nano ⁄ microparticles can

protect Ag from degradation by proteolytic

enzymes,35,36 increase the efficiency of Ag load-

ing23,25,27 and prolong and enhance Ag release, lead-

ing to more efficient presentation of MHC-peptide

complexes.27,34,37 Encapsulation is also associated

with an improved shelf life of Ag and reduced need

for adjuvants, and PLGA nanoparicles (NP) have

recently been shown to be robust activators of the

Nalp3 inflammasome in DC and thus capable of gen-

erating potent humoral and cellular immune

responses in vivo.38,39 PLGA NP can also target Ag

delivery to critical immune cells associated with
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anti-tumor T-cell responses.40 For all of these reasons,

NP are promising reagents for the delivery of tumor-

associated Ags (TAA) for DC-based cancer vac-

cines.41,42 However, while peptides or single antigens

encapsulated within PLGA preparations have been

shown to induce specific CTL responses,43,44 only a few

studies have examined encapsulation of complex cellu-

lar material, including tumor-derived proteins.45,46

We sought to determine whether PLGA NP encap-

sulation of whole ovarian tumor cell lysates could

represent an improved method for efficient delivery

of cancer-derived Ags to DC. We report that this

approach stimulated a distinctive Th1 ⁄ inflammatory

pattern of cytokine production by autologous CD8+

T cells in classic stimulation assays. Our findings sug-

gest that NP-mediated Ag delivery can significantly

improve the ability of DC to cross-present Ag to

reactive CD8+ T cells. Of special interest, this method

of antigen loading empowers DC to generate in vitro

anti-tumor CD8+ responses similar to those pre-

sumed necessary to overcome the existing tumor tol-

erance associated with ovarian cancer recurrence

and metastasis, providing encouragement for poten-

tial clinical application.

Materials and methods

Antibodies

PD-1 APC, CD4 APC-H7, and Streptavidin APC were

all purchased from BD Biosciences (San Diego, CA,

USA). Biotinylated ICOS and PE CD152 (CTLA-4)

were purchased from EBioscience (San Diego, CA,

USA). CD8 Percp was purchased from Biolegend (San

Diego, CA, USA). Antibodies used for DC identifica-

tion were PE CD14 and PE-Cy5 CD86, along with

corresponding isotypes were also purchased from EB-

iosicence. HLA-DR FITC along with isotype was pur-

chased from Beckman Coulter (Brea, CA, USA).

Lysate Preparation

Cell pellets obtained from the epithelial ovarian can-

cer line TARA R182 were cultured as previously

described,47,48 washed and re-suspended in ice cold

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at concentrations

ranging from 2 to 4 · 108 ⁄ mL and subjected to four

cycles of freeze-thaw cycles (with alternating liquid

nitrogen and 37�C water bath treatment) followed

by sonication on ice for three 15 s intervals (Tekmar

sonicator, microprobe; Tekmar, Woburn, MA, USA)

on ice at 38% amplitude to disrupt the cell mem-

brane and liberate cellular proteins. Cell death and

lysis were confirmed by trypan blue exclusion and

hemocytometry. Lysates were spun at 12,000 · g for

20 min at 4�C to pellet cellular debris and the super-

natants were collected and used immediately or

stored at )80�C until use. Protein content of the

lysate preparations was measured using the Bicinch-

onic acid (BCA) protein assay kit (Thermo Scientific,

Rockford, IL, USA) as per the manufacturer’s proto-

col. Absorbance at 562 nm was measured using a

spectrophotometer and protein concentrations were

determined by comparing absorbance readings to a

standard calibration curve of bovine serum albumin

(BSA) in the concentration range between 5 and

250 lg ⁄ mL.

Nanoparticle Fabrication

Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) copolymers (50% lac-

tide:50% glycolide) with inherent viscosity (i.v.) of

0.59 dL ⁄ g (�80 kDa) (DURECT Corp., Pelham, AL,

USA) were dissolved in methylene chloride (Fisher

Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) prior to encapsula-

tion. Polyvinyl alcohol (0.5% PVA) (Sigma-Aldrich,

St Louis, MO, USA) was used as a stabilizer. All

reagents were of analytical grade. PLGA NP were

fabricated from aqueous protein solutions using the

solvent evaporation method from a water ⁄ oil ⁄ water

(W2 ⁄ O ⁄ W1) emulsion, as described previously.46

Control NP (blanks) were synthesized with sterile

PBS replacing the aqueous protein solutions.

DC Generation and Isolation of CD8+ T Cells

A peripheral blood mononuclear cell concentrate iso-

lated from normal control blood was collected by

apheresis at the NY Blood Bank or isolated directly

from Yale volunteers by standard venipuncture in

heparinized tubes following informed consent. The

samples were diluted 1:1 in sterile PBS, layered over

Lymphocyte Separation Medium (MP Biomedicals,

Solon, OH, USA), and centrifuged at 1000 g for

25 min at RT. The cells at the interface were col-

lected and washed twice at 800 g for 10 min at RT

with sterile Hanks’ BSS. The cells were counted and

viability was checked by Trypan blue exclusion prior

to suspension in complete RPMI (RPMI 1640 plus

10% FBS, 2% Pen ⁄ Strep and 25 mm HEPES). The

cells were plated in 5.0 · 106 cells ⁄ mL in 4 mL into

six-well polystyrene flat-bottom cell culture plates.
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Monocytes were allowed to adhere for 2 hrs at 37�C
in a 5% CO2 atmosphere; floating cells were iso-

lated, washed with complete RPMI, counted, and

re-suspended in 90% FBS ⁄ 10% DMSO prior to

storage in cryovials at )80�C for subsequent use.

Adherent monocytes were incubated with complete

RPMI + 0.25 ng ⁄mL of IL-4 and 0.8 ng ⁄mL of granulo-

cyte–macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-

CSF) (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA) with medium

changes on days 1, 3, and 5. On day 6, the cells

were harvested by scraping, then washed and

counted. Purity of DC population was determined

using flow cytometry of loss of surface expression

marker CD14, and gain of HLA-DR, and CD86. CD8+

T cells were isolated from non-adherent cells by neg-

ative selection utilizing a MACS� untouched CD8+

T-cell purification system (Miltenyi Biotech, Auburn,

CA, USA), as per the manufacturer’s protocol. The

cells were suspended in T-cell medium (AimV

media + 5% human Ab serum) at 0.5 · 106

cells ⁄ mL, in preparation for co-culture with DC.

DC ⁄ T-Cell Co-Culture

The effectiveness of NP-mediated TAA delivery to

DC was established by assessing CD8+ T-cell stimula-

tion after DC ⁄ T-cell co-culture. DC were plated in

six-well plates at 1 · 106 ⁄ mL AimV media plus 5%

human Ab serum, after which they were loaded

with equimolar quantities of Ag as either soluble

lysate or suspended NP (0.5 mg of NP suspended in

300 lL media) at 0.25 mg of NP per 1 · 106 DC.

After 18 hrs, DC supernatants were collected and

immediately stored at )80�C for later analysis. The

cells were then collected, washed extensively, and

re-plated in 96-well polystyrene flat-bottom cell cul-

ture plates at a concentration of 60,000 cells ⁄ well.

Autologous CD8+ T cells were added to the wells

containing DC at a 1:2 DC ⁄ T-cell ratio and co-

culture proceeded for 3 days and cell culture super-

natants were harvested and cryopreserved for later

analysis. Unstimulated CD8+ T cells alone and T cells

stimulated with DC loaded with no Ag or blank

PLGA NP (under identical concentrations to those

containing tumor lysate) acted as negative controls;

experiments were performed in triplicate.

Luminex Analysis of Cytokine Production

To determine the levels of cytokine production

following Ag loading of DC, or levels following DC

co-culture with autologous CD8+ T cells, the cell

supernatants were analyzed in multiplex format uti-

lizing multiplex beads for IL-1b, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8,

IL-10, IL-12(p70), IFN-c, TNF-a, GRO-a, RANTES,

MCP-1, MIP-1a, MIP-1b, GM-CSF, VEGF, and G-CSF

(BioRad Laboratories; Hercules, CA, USA).49 Briefly,

wells of a 96-well filter plate were loaded with either

50 lL of prepared standard solution, or 50 lL of cell-

free supernatant and incubated with 1· antibody-

coupled beads at ±600 rpm for 30 min in the dark at

room temperature. Wells were then vacuum-washed

three times with 100 lL wash buffer. The samples

were then incubated with 25 lL of 1· biotinylated

detection antibody at ±600 rpm for 30 min at room

temperature in the dark. After three additional

washes, 50 lL of 1· streptavidinphycoerythrin was

added to each well and incubated for 10 min at

±600 rpm at room temperature in the dark. After a

final three washes, the beads were resuspended in

125 lL of sheath buffer for measurement with the

LUMINEX 200 (LUMINEX, Austin, TX, USA). DC

alone and CD8+ T-cell alone supernatants were sub-

tracted out for background.

Flow Cytometry of CD8+ T Cells Following DC

Stimulation

Immediately following DC co-culture, T-cell popula-

tions were analyzed for surface expression of known

co-stimulatory molecules associated with stimulatory

or inhibitory signaling. mAb recognizing the surface

molecules ICOS, CTLA-4 and PD-1 were co-stained

with both CD8 and CD4 specific antibodies. After

staining, acquisition was performed using FACSAria

cell sorter (BD Bioscience) equipped with two lasers

(488 and 635 nm). The instrument was set for

6-color analysis using Diva software (Oberpfalz, Ger-

many) and BD com beads (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ,

USA). A minimum of 100,000 events were acquired

and results were analyzed using Flowjo (Treestar).

Results

Human Monocytes Cultured in GM-CSF ⁄ IL-4

Differentiate into Phagocytic DC Capable of

Engulfing Large Numbers of PLGA NP

To confirm that monocytes isolated from normal

control blood could be differentiated into DC capable

of internalizing Ag and then cross-presenting it to

reactive CD8+ T cells, CD14+ monocyte cultures
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Fig. 1 In vitro differentiation of isolated CD14+ monocytes to immature dendritic cell (DC). CD14+ cells were treated with granulocyte–macrophage

colony-stimulating factor ⁄ IL-4 for 6 days, during which CD14, HLA-DR, and CD86 expression was analyzed by flow cytometry. (a) Forward and side

scatter of differentiating DC was determined on days 0, 2, 4, and 6. This same population of CD14+ monocytes lose CD14 expression over time

(b), while showing increased expression of HLA-DR and CD86 (c) during conversion to DC.
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were exposed to GM-CSF ⁄ IL-4 and then phenotypi-

cally characterized for classical markers of DC

differentiation. As shown in Fig. 1a, monocyte cul-

tures exposed to DC differentiation media became

increasingly large and granular during the differenti-

ation process as accessed by forward (FSC) and side

scatter (SSC). A distinct DC population, virtually

absent on the day of cytokine addition (day 0),

becomes evident on day 2 and then continues to

become uniformly larger and more irregular in the

presence of cytokines, with increased FSC and SSC

observed by day 4 and peaking on day 6. Consistent

with the morphological changes, we observed a dif-

ferentiation process to a DC phenotype characterized

by changes in cell surface expression markers as

determined by flow cytometry. First we evaluated

the expression of CD14, a marker of monocyte cell

lineage. As shown in Fig. 1b, a significant decrease

in CD14 expression was observed in gated cells dur-

ing the cell differentiation process (days 2–6). In

addition, we found an increase in the number and

intensity of CD86+ as well as MHC class II+ (HLA-

DR) expressing cells, a phenotype expected as cells

leave the monocyte lineage and differentiate into

DC. Interestingly, the expression pattern of CD86

and HLA-DR follows a similar time course as other

phenotypic changes, with a major increase in the

double positive CD86+ ⁄ HLA-DR+ cells found at day 2

and reaching a peak of more than 70% CD86+ ⁄ HLA-

DR+ newly formed, immature DC, at day 6 (Fig. 1c).

To verify the phagocytic capacity of these cells, we

exposed immature DC to fluorescently labeled nano-

particles (NP) of similar size, composition and num-

ber to those used for later tumor lysate loading. As

shown in Fig. 2, a group of morphologically distinct

DC have internalized varying numbers of rhoda-

mine-labeled NP 18 hrs post loading, indicating these

cells are indeed capable of phagocytizing NP conju-

gates. Visualization by phase contrast microscopy

(upper panel), fluorescence (middle panel) and the

overlay (bottom) indicated fluorescent particles were

associated with signal in multiple focal planes, veri-

fying that these NP were internalized and not simply

adherent with the cell surface.

NP-Mediated Delivery of Ovarian Cancer Cell

Lysates to DC Leads to a Fundamentally Different,

and Inflammatory Biased, Cytokine Production

Pattern When Compared with Delivery of Lysates

in their Soluble Form

Our next objective was to determine whether the

means of delivering tumor antigens (Ag) to DC

affected their processing, response and cross-presen-

tation of tumor Ag to CD8+ T cells. Cultured day 6

immature DC were loaded for 18 hrs with equimolar

quantities of total tumor protein in either soluble Ag

form (soluble lysate) or lysate encapsulated in PLGA

nanospheres (NPL) and the cellular supernatants col-

lected and analyzed for differential DC cytokine

expression. As controls, non-loaded DC and DC

loaded with a ‘blank’ (non-Ag containing) PLGA

nanospheres were prepared in parallel to control for

spontaneous DC cytokine production, and produc-

tion linked only to non-specific NP stimulation,

respectively. First we characterized the DC response

to the different Ag delivery modalities prior to expo-

sure to T cells. As shown in Fig. 3, NP-mediated

delivery of tumor lysates (NPL) led to a unique DC

cytokine production profile characterized by signifi-

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 Day 6 in vitro differentiated dendritic cell (DC) avidly phagocytize poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) nanoparticles (NP). DC were loaded with rho-

damine-labeled empty NP for 18 hrs at 37�C. Images were captured on Zeiss Flourescent microscope. (a) phase contrast, (b) Cy3 signal, and (c)

merged photo.
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cantly higher levels of cytokines and chemokines

including IL-1b, IL-6, IFNc, TNFa, G-CSF, and RAN-

TES. Virtually none of these cytokines were measur-

ably produced in DC incubated with either the

soluble cell lysate or NP alone. In contrast, DC

loaded with soluble cell lysate showed consistently

higher levels of IL-10 and GM-CSF in several of the

donors (data not shown). Analyzed as a whole, the

differential production of these molecules by DC

would strongly suggest an ‘inflammatory’ or Th1-

biased cytokine profile when the tumor lysate is

delivered via nanoparticles.

Increased Stimulation of CD8+ T-Cell Responses is

Associated with NP-Mediated Ag Delivery

To determine whether the substantial differences

observed in DC cytokine production following NP-

mediated Ag delivery would also be reflected in the

capacity of these DC to stimulate Ag-specific T cells,

additional experiments were undertaken to use iden-

tically loaded DC populations as stimulators in co-

culture reactions with autologous CD8+ T cells. First,

DC populations were loaded with identical Ag forms

and controls as described above, washed and cul-

tured with donor-derived purified CD8+ T cells at

DC ⁄ T-cell ratios of 1:2 for 3 days. Identical cultures

without CD8+ T-cell addition were run in parallel

and DC-derived cytokine production subtracted to

determine the precise cytokine contribution of reac-

tive T cells. As shown in Fig. 4a, CD8+ T cells from

co-cultures with DC exposed to NPL had a signifi-

cantly up-regulated production pattern of the pro-

inflammatory cytokines IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8, IFNc, and

RANTES which were specifically and characteristi-

cally produced by this group. IL-12 was also consis-

tently over-expressed in some but not all individuals

(data not shown).

A different and significantly contrasting pattern

was observed in CD8+ T cells co-cultured with DC

loaded with soluble lysates. As shown in Fig. 4b,

CD8 T-cell stimulation following co-culture with

DC loaded with soluble lysates produces a cytokine

pattern which would be considered weakly Th2

or tolerogenic in nature. Delivery of soluble Ag lead

to low but consistent T-cell production of IL-4,

GM-CSF and IL-2; cytokines not produced at mea-

surable levels in association with NPL DC delivery.

Taken together, these results indicate that stimula-

tion capacity following delivery of an identical Ag

source, i.e., tumor cell lysates, can be strongly

influenced by the methodology used to introduce

that Ag to DC, and subsequently these loaded DC

are driven to respond to the Ag source in extre-

mely varied ways, with contrasting cytokine pro-

duction profiles and T-cell stimulation capacities.

T Cells Co-Cultured with NPL-Loaded DC

Differentially Express Co-Stimulatory Molecules

Next we determined whether the differential stimu-

lation capacity of the NPL delivery system could also

lead to changes in phenotype of CD8+ T cells follow-

ing DC co-culture. To accomplish this, CD8+ T-cell
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Fig. 3 Cytokine ⁄ chemokine production profile of dendritic cell (DC) following delivery of ovarian cancer lysates in soluble or nanoparticles (NP)-

associated form. Ovarian cancer lysate encapsulated in NP activates DC to produce pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1b, IL-6, IFNc, TNFa,

G-CSF and RANTES, an effect not associated with soluble Ag delivery or non-specific NP stimulation (media = DC only, NP = DC loaded with empty

nanoparticle; L = DC loaded with equimolar soluble lysate; NPL = DC loaded with NP-encapsulated lysate).
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populations were co-stained for CD8 and the co-

stimulator molecules associated with T-cell toleriza-

tion ⁄ exhaustion (PD-1, CTLA-4) or T-cell positive

stimulation (ICOS) following DC exposure. As

shown in Fig. 5, DC loaded with NPL (Fig. 5-column

four) produced a T-cell expression pattern character-

ized by significantly increased cell surface ICOS with

virtually no change in PD-1 or CTLA-4 expression.

In contrast, DC stimulation following loading with

soluble tumor lysates (Fig. 5-column three), led to

increased expression of PD-1 and CTLA-4, hallmarks

of T cells which have received negative co-stimula-

tion, with little change in ICOS expression. This

expression pattern provides additional data support-

ing the differential T-cell stimulation capacity of NP-

mediated Ag delivery, and is consistent with a model

in which NP-mediated Ag delivery drives increased

DC stimulation and improved Ag cross-presentation

to reactive CD8+ T cells.

Discussion

We report here that loading of DC with NP ⁄ Ag con-

jugates stimulates distinctive and potentially superior

anti-ovarian cancer Ag CD8 T-cell responses, when

compared with conventional approaches. For exam-

ple, delivery of an identical cell lysate to DC in a sol-

uble, non-particulate form, promoted secretion of

weakly Th2 or tolerogenic cytokines, which in turn

caused CD8+ T cells to display inhibitory cell surface

molecules commonly associated with T-cell tolerance

or exhaustion. Delivery by NP, by contrast, led to an

inflammatory ⁄ Th1-biased cytokine production pat-

tern, and led to T-cell expression of co-stimulatory

molecules indicative of positive stimulation and

CD8+ T-cell activation.

As the DC and CD8+ T cells involved in these

studies were derived from normal volunteer blood,

the responses we observed suggest that the stimula-

tory Ag may be shared by both ovarian cancer cells

and normal tissues. This phenomenon has been

previously identified in melanoma, where a large

number of the Ags targeted by immunotherapy are

reactive with CTL from both cancer patients and

normal individuals.50,51 It is possible, if not likely,

that had the DC and CD8 populations been isolated

from ovarian cancer patients, rather than normal

subjects, T-cell responses to autologous tumor might
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Fig. 4 Differential cytokine profile of CD8+ T cells following co-culture with antigen (Ag)-loaded dendritic cell (DC). DC were loaded with different

Ag forms (NP = empty nanoparticle; L = lysate; NPL = NP-lysate) and co-cultured with autologous CD8 T-cells for 72 hrs, after which cell-free condi-

tioned media (CM) was analyzed for cytokine production. (a) CD8 T cells co-cultured with DC loaded with NPL produce a pro-inflammatory ⁄ Th1

cytokine profile characterized by specific induction of IL-1b, IL-6, IFNc, TNFa, G-CSF, and RANTES. (b) CD8 T cells co-cultured with DC loaded with

soluble lysate produce a weakly Th2 or potentially tolergenic profile.
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have been even more vigorous. It will now be

important to similarly test for such patient

enhanced responses. However, these initial findings

raise the possibility that administration of tumor

NPL, with or without a DC intermediate, may

potentially be a new and potent methodology to

break tolerance to existing TAA in the tumor

micro-environment of ovarian cancer patients. We

hypothesize that the responses noted here in nor-

mal individuals could have direct relevance to the

immune modification associated with tumor growth

and progression in these cancer patients. As it is

well-established that tumors are capable of inducing

a tolerogenic state which disables existing anti-

tumor immune responses through a series of cellu-

lar and cytokine-based escape mechanisms;49,52,53

methodologies which overcome this state and ‘rea-

waken’ significant cytolytic T-cell responses to toler-

ized antigens would be critical step forward in the

successful design of next-generation immunothera-

peutic vaccines.

Additional efforts to generate and clone Ag-specific

T-cell lines from ovarian tumor-bearing individuals

following NPL loading of DC is also a potentially

promising avenue for TAA identification in epithelial

ovarian cancer, as very few tumor-relevant Ags have

been characterized, severely hampering traditional

immunotherapy efforts. Utilizing the increased effi-

ciency of NPL reagents in the stimulation of anti-

tumor T cells from ovarian cancer patients, it may be

possible to identify a larger, and more diverse, popu-

lation of reactive T cells useful in a variety of comple-

mentary therapies, including autologous T-cell

transfer and CD8+ TCR transduction.54 Therefore, fur-

ther efforts to use NPL in Ag identification in ovarian

cancer are an active area of interest in our group.

While the overall numbers of CD8+T cells

responding in an Ag-specific manner in this assay
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Fig. 5 Differential expression of CD8+ T-cell activation markers following co-culture with NPL-loaded dendritic cell (DC). 72 hrs post-exposure to

NPL DC or control antigen forms, CD8+ cells exposed to NPL-loaded DC express markers of positive activation, such as ICOS, while failing to up-

regulate negative co-stimulators such as PD-1 and CTLA-4 (panel four). Conversely, CD8+ cells exposed to lysate-loaded DC express increased cell

surface inhibitory molecules such as PD-1 and CTLA-4, but comparably little ICOS (panel three). Positive control CD8+ T cells stimulated non-specifi-

cally with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) ⁄ ionomycin show strongly increased expression of all markers (panel five), while control unloaded

DC (panel one) and DC loaded with empty NP (panel two) show little or no up-regulation (DC + CD8 = unloaded DC in co-culture, DC

NP + CD8 = DC loaded with empty NP, DC L + CD8 = soluble lysate-loaded DC, DC NPL + CD8 = NPL-loaded DC, CD8 + PMA = T cells non-specifi-

cally stimulated with PMA ⁄ ionomycin).
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are relatively low (�1–5% of T cells, see Fig. 5),

these totals are actually quite significant when

considering these are tumor-associated Ags being

delivered to normal control DC and responding T

cells. In the only other major malignancy, mela-

noma, in which tumor-specific T cells have been

stimulated from normal control blood, the authors

reported CD8+ precursor frequencies 1000-fold lower

than those reported here (in the range of 0.001% of

total) for Ag-specific CD8+ cells reactive to specific

tumor associated peptide epitopes from proteins such

as gp100, tyrosinase and Mart 1.36,55–58

The higher frequency of apparently Ag-specific T

cells observed here is perhaps a reflection of the

increased Ag complexity available when targeting

whole tumor lysates, with their panoply of tumor

associated proteins versus single epitopes from

individual TAA, which were repetitively stimulated

from extremely small precursor populations in the

melanoma system.

In summary, this study shows that NP-mediated

delivery of whole tumor lysates produces a distinc-

tive DC and Ag-specific T-cell stimulation pattern,

which is characterized by significant increases in

inflammatory cytokine production and expression of

positive co-stimulatory molecules. This pattern

differs from that associated with delivery of tumor

lysate Ags in their soluble form to DC, a methodol-

ogy previously utilized in a variety of DC loading

vaccination schema, which initiated little or no stim-

ulation and appears to weakly skew T-cell responses

toward cytokines which could promote regulatory

T-cell (Treg) induction or anergy. These differential

responses are likely linked to a fundamentally
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different mechanism by which DC process engulfed

particulate Ag forms, and the response of the DC

endocytic compartment to PLGA NP.

Unlike DC pinocytosis of soluble proteins, NP-asso-

ciated Ag appear to access the MHC class I compart-

ment in the cytoplasm directly, providing an Ag

reservoir for prolonged and enhanced Ag presenta-

tion, as previously reported by our group and oth-

ers.27,38 This is a possible explanation for our

observed NP association with highly efficient T-cell

stimulation, characterized by T-cell production of

inflammatory or Th1-biased cytokines, and genera-

tion of cytolytic T cells expressing positive co-

stimulator molecules indicative of potentially potent

Ag-specific responses.

To that end, we propose a model for DC antigen

presentation that highlights the differences in stimu-

latory capacity of different Ag forms (Fig. 6). We

suggest that sub-optimal Ag delivery to DC, like that

associated with soluble delivery of TAA, will lead to

inefficient Ag presentation by loaded DC and induc-

tion of failed or tolerogenic T-cell responses (Fig. 6,

left). These responses would be characterized by DC

production of cytokines such as IL-10 and IL-4, and

T-cell expression of negative co-stimulator molecules

such as PD-1 and CTLA-4. NP-mediated delivery of

tumor-associated proteins (Fig. 6, right), by contrast,

would be expected to be inherently stimulatory to

DC, as NP phagocytosis leads to activation of the

Nalp3 inflammasome and characteristic production

of the inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1b, IL-6,

IL-8, IFNc, and RANTES by DC and Ag-specific

CD8+ T cells.

It should be noted that while some degree of

intra-donor differences existed between DC cultured

from six normal individuals tested, this distinctive

inflammatory pattern was uniformly associated with

NP-mediated Ag delivery from 100% of donors. This

indicates that a reproducible and characteristic DC

stimulation profile could reasonably be expected

from both normal and potentially tumor-bearing

individuals, an observation with direct relevance to

the design of DC-based vaccination protocols in the

future.
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